The rapid pace at which genomic and proteomic data is being generated necessitates the development of tools and resources for managing data that allow integration of information from disparate sources. The Human Protein Reference Database (http://www.hprd.org) is a web-based resource based on open source technologies for protein information about several aspects of human proteins including protein±protein interactions, post-translational modi®cations, enzyme±substrate relationships and disease associations. This information was derived manually by a critical reading of the published literature by expert biologists and through bioinformatics analyses of the protein sequence. This database will assist in biomedical discoveries by serving as a resource of genomic and proteomic information and providing an integrated view of sequence, structure, function and protein networks in health and disease.
INTRODUCTION
Completion of sequencing of the human genome (1,2) has ushered in an era of characterizing genes and their gene products or proteins in greater detail. High-throughput technologies such as mass spectrometry and the yeast twohybrid assay are being applied to generate proteomic data on an unprecedented scale (3, 4) . However, this wealth of data being generated can be fully harnessed only if it can be visualized and understood in the context of the existing information about proteins and their role in biology and disease.
The Human Protein Reference Database (HPRD) is a novel comprehensive protein information resource that depicts various features of proteins such as domain architecture, post-translational modi®cations, tissue expression, molecular function, subcellular localization, enzyme±substrate relationships and protein±protein interactions (5) . This database is completely object oriented and was developed using Zope and Python, both open source technologies. HPRD is web based and is freely available to the academic community at http:// www.hprd.org.
REPRESENTING COMPLEX PROTEIN DATA
The complexity of protein data is intimately related to their diverse functional roles in various biological processes. Annotation and display of such complex data is quite challenging. Although most types of data can be tackled computationally, a visually appealing graphical interface that is intuitive and easy to use is more likely to be accepted by users. We have therefore designed HPRD to provide as many features graphically as possible along with links to more detailed text-based descriptions in research articles. Figure 1 shows a molecule page of the BRCA1 protein with a graphic showing the various protein domains and motifs along with sites of post-translational modi®cation. Tabs allow simple navigation between different features of the protein. Figure 2 shows the different steps in the annotation process involving various features of proteins. Interpretive annotation is crucial for classifying types of protein±protein interaction, delineating regions of interaction, type of experiment showing modi®cation of a substrate by an enzyme, domain and motif analysis and subcellular localization. Links to PubMed entries are provided in each case so that the user can access the primary data for more details.
AN OBJECT-ORIENTED DATABASE ARCHITECTURE
HPRD is an object-oriented database. We used Zope (http:// www.zope.org) for development of HPRD. Zope is a leading open source web application server and is built using the programming language Python (http://www.python.org). Zope was especially suited for developing HPRD because it provides a powerful dynamic site generation system, a clustering system and a robust and transparent object database, which is ideal for storing hierarchical data such as protein interactions, PTMs and domains (11) . We used the Zope object database (ZODB), a robust object database that transparently stores persistent objects, to store the data in HPRD. This allowed the programmers to develop a whole application without imposing restrictions for the creation of data structure. We used another Zope-based object called Zcatalog that provides powerful indexing and searching on a Zope database. Zcatalog allows fast and robust searches. Since it catalogs objects and not ®le handles, all the contents in the database are easily searchable. In HPRD, the proteins are accessible by using the query page, by browsing or by using BLAST. The search method is one of the powerful tools in HPRD and the power comes from the ability to search any ®eld in the HPRD. Multiple ®elds can also be queried simultaneously as shown in Figure 3 . Entering a protein name as a query automatically searches the main name as well as alternative names of all entries in HPRD. The browse page allows users to access proteins based on categorization of their function, domains, motifs, posttranslational modi®cations (PTMs) or cellular component. Under the summary tab, the HUGO gene symbol, the calculated molecular weight and the gene locus are indicated along with the cellular component, which refers to subcellular localization. The extent of domains and motifs is shown under the summary tab but can also be accessed by mousing over an individual region or motif in the graph. All underlined text is linked to PubMed entries that provide further details or to a database source.
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DATA STANDARDIZATION
The use of controlled vocabulary facilitates annotation efforts and promotes standardization and interoperability across different platforms and databases. Several annotation projects have already adopted the Gene Ontology (GO) Consortium's standardization framework in their annotations (12) . In order to be compatible with such efforts, the vocabulary used in HPRD is compliant with GO vocabulary, describing protein functions based on molecular function, biological process and cellular component. In addition to the use of controlled vocabulary, standards that govern data format and transfer have made tremendous progress in unifying data across the world wide web. One such standard involves the ®le format in which the data are stored. The use of eXtensible Markup Language (XML) as a standard for implementation of gene expression microarray data has already been adopted by the microarray community (13) and will soon be adopted for proteomic data as well (14) . The major advantage of XML is that it lends itself well to importing from, and exporting to, various database systems while preserving the hierarchical nature of the data. The data contained in HPRD are available as XML ®les in addition to other¯at ®le formats. To standardize nomenclature of gene names, the Human Genome Organization (HUGO) has put forth of®cially approved gene symbols for genes in humans (15) . HPRD provides HUGOapproved gene symbols linked to all the proteins, which should allow easy linking to other databases because these gene symbols are non-redundant.
VISUALIZATION OF INTERACTION NETWORKS
The complexity and intensity of the protein data are dif®cult to present without proper visualization methods. Of course, ultimately one would like to have an integrated view of genomic as well as proteomic networks as has been demonstrated in the case of certain metabolic pathways in yeast (16) . Currently, there are protein interaction network pathway diagrams for nine signal transduction pathways in HPRD and this number is expected to grow as more proteins are annotated (see Fig. 4 for the interleukin-2 receptor pathway diagram). These pathway diagrams were generated using Pajek, which is a large network analysis program (17) . These networks are Figure 2 . A schematic outlining the basic steps in the annotation procedure. The annotations are carried out by trained biologists who critically read the published literature. The entries to be annotated are carefully selected from all the existing database entries by BLAST analysis (6) as well as manual inspection to provide the reference sequence. Interpretive annotation steps are represented by orange diamonds in the schematic. For instance, the annotator performs domain and motif analysis using the SMART (7) and Pfam (8) programs as well as by reading the literature. The OMIM database is used for disease annotations (9) , and RefSeq and LocusLink (10) for sequences and links to other databases. made available both in jpeg format and in Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) format by clicking on`view SVG format' button. SVG is a language for describing 2D graphics in XML and allows additional functionalities such as zooming in without loss of resolution, search capability and the ability to link to the molecule page of any protein in the network by clicking on its name.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Federated databases that integrate information from various high-throughput experiments are essential to process the massive amount of available information into knowledge. In this respect, we are developing HPRD further such that mass spectrometric database searching algorithms can use certain annotated features of proteins such as PTMs and processing events. This will allow better identi®cation of proteins and their isoforms including PTMs by taking advantage of the known information buried in the literature. Centralized efforts in genome and proteome annotation need to be supplemented by annotation by the entire biomedical community. Such a concerted effort will not only help enrich the databases but also minimize the errors that abound in databases. The Distributed Annotation System (DAS) provides a mechanism for multiple servers/providers to provide annotations for a common sequence database (18) . We are developing speci®cations by which any third party's annotations can be viewed along with the data contained in HPRD. Finally, it must be noted that HPRD continues to evolve in terms of the number of entries as well as in the depth of annotation for each entry and in the types of information displayed for each protein. With the active involvement of the biomedical community, we wish to make HPRD an evolving knowledge base of human proteins that will provide an integrated view of human proteins and networks. . Visualizing protein interaction networks in HPRD. The interleukin-2 receptor pathway is shown with red boxes indicating the major signaling molecules in the pathway and yellow circles representing the interaction partners. The pathways are displayed as jpeg images by default with the option of viewing them as SVG images by clicking on the`view SVG format' button at the bottom. With an appropriate SVG viewer plug-in, a user is able to visualize the network with additional functionalities such as zoom operations, a search function within the pathway, a hand tool for maneuvering the ®gure and links to individual molecule pages by clicking on the name of any protein.
